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iDance Parent & Guardian Code of Conduct 
iDance Echuca takes our commitment to child safety very seriously. It is expected that parents & guardians
also uphold our commitment to child safety, not just with their student’s own dance journey but all other

children that they may come across that interact with our business. We expect parents & guardians to carry
this support through all events including but not limited to classes, concerts, and competitions. It is

essential that all parents and guardians have read and understood this code of conduct prior to signing
their students up to dance with us. 

It is expected that parents & guardians will:
-Support the health and safety of all students at the studio unconditionally 

-Speak respectfully to all students, staff, volunteers, and other parents. This includes no yelling, no singling
out, no inappropriate tone of voice and no indecent language. 

-Report any from of incident or suspected incident to Courtney immediately 

-Allow and understand that staff will make decisions in the best interest of our students. Any concerns you
may have can be discussed in a calm manner with Courtney

-Encourage all students 

-Keep children home when they are sick or injured and seek appropriate medical advice 

-Keep staff and management informed of information that is relevant for your child or impacts our staff or
other students. This is including but not limited to injuries, illness, absence 

-Work with the studio and the relevant staff members to manage and support a you child when recovering
from an injury should one occur
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-Follow all codes of conduct in place at special events 

-Collect children on time from classes and events and notify staff when I will be late

-Make sure to raise all issues with management rather than the student’s teachers. Management will involve
individual teachers if it is deemed necessary 

Parents & Guardians should not:
-Force their children to dance if they do not wish to 

-Speak negatively about the studio and individuals that associate with it in a way which will encourage and
create a toxic environment for others

-Force a child to dance whilst sick or injured 

-Post pictures of other children in studio related settings without studio permission or the permission of
other parents

-Threaten staff, students, teachers or volunteers in anyway 

-Touch a student in an aggressive or abusive way 

-Behave in a competitive way in front of your child or another student of the school. This includes posting
on social media


